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Abstract
Chile is living the most important moment in their modern history, After three weeks of ongoing demonstrations, the model is on
the edge. On one side the protesters, demanding the end of the Dictator General Augusto Pinochet legacy, and in the other, the
center-right governemet of Sebastian Piñera that defends de neoliberal economyc paradigm.
Key words: Neoliberalism, Protests, Paradigm Shift, Revolution.

Left: Protesters meet at Baquedano Square
on Tuesday, Oct 22. Baquedano Square
is the main place where protests occurs.
After three weeks of manifestations was
rename by protesters as Square of Dignity.
Center: Military guards the courts of justice in
Santiago during emergency state. The government
declares state of emergency in the morning of
Saturday, Oct 19, giving permission to the military
to intervene with forces and guard strategic sites.
Right: A tank waits for protesters going to Costanera
Center on Tuesday, Oct 22. Costanera Center is
a symbol of Chilean success and is also the tallest
building in South America.

The current cycle of protests began
with the secondary students reaction
to the increase of the fees on the
metropolitan train in Santiago, This
increase was just $30 pesos, about
€0.036 Euros. However, this was the
drop that spilled the glass. Chile has
a neoliberal economic policy, in fact,
the country was the Milton Friedman
experiment for a neoliberal state.

50s they influence on the School of
Economy of the Universidad Católica
de Chile and invited some students
to study in Chicago. This group of
students were lated called the “Chicago
Boys”.

made a new constitution on early 80s
inspired on the Chicago theory. In
this new constitution, they settled the
principles of the current model.

The model is base on the idea that private
enterprises have the right to develop
The coup d’etat over Salvador Allende’s every aspect of economy and industry,
government in the 70s, the first case of and the state should not interfere.
a democratic socialist government on That’s how most of the fundamentals
the world, was orchestrated for the CIA rights guarantied for the state where
The neoliberal model was developed for on the Richard Nixon administration.
revoked to the Chilean society. Chile
Austrian Friedrich von Hayek and North
became the only country in the world
American professor of the University With democratic rights revoke on where water is not a public right, but a
of Chicago, Milton Friedman. In the Augusto Pinochet dictatorship, they private right and it is not guaranteed to
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A mapuche flag is being waved by a demonstrator on Thursday, Oct 24 in front of the Gabrial
Mistral Cultural Center.

population. On the course of the model,
and even on democratic governance
over the 90s till now, Chilean owned
enterprises where privatized, first fuel,
energy, telecommunication, social
security, health and education on the
80s, and roads, water services, ports,
airports, jails and so from 90s.

The public services meant to provide
only basic covering and that’s how
public education contributed to social
marginalization. Public health has poor
implementation which means high times
of waiting for attendance, historically
people dies waiting for health
assistance. Social security was replaced
by a private system of administration
The only major enterprise that was kept with the unfulfilled promise of high
by the state was the Chilean Copper retirements. Today elders retires with
Mining Company CODELCO that is about €382 euros in average for men,
the largest Copper company on the and €229 euros for women. Many cases
world.
of retirements bellow $60 euros, we call
it retirements of misery.

The minimum wage is €359 euros while
the GDP per capita is about €13.991
euros. This is been called “The Chilean
Miracle” a stable growing economy,
open to foreigns and multinationals
flow of capitals. The truth is that is a
heavy natural resources extractivistic
model, affecting big portions of land
and territories in the so called “zones
of sacrifice”, places heavy polluted or
intervened, where prime the industrial
interests over the population rights.
This model has been very profitable for
the wealthiest families of the country.
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Left: Santiago Wanderers local football team fans
marches on the street of Valparaiso on Sunday,
Oct 27. There where also marched protesters
from Vina del Mar and surroundings becoming
the biggest demonstration ever on the city.
Center: Local mime gives a speechless speech
to the crowd. Cultural demonstrations, street
art and digital art has been important on
bringing people together in to the demands.
Top-Right:The people of Valparaiso meets
before marching to the national Congress.
Bottom-Right: Homeless people get faced in the
middle of protest against Carabineros. There
were some delation against police for disturbing
homeless people without provocation.

According to the Global Wealth 2019
of the Boston Consulting Group, there
are 140 individuals who own more
than US $100 millions each, they
concentrates the 18,1% of the wealth,
while the 54% of the population own
less that US $250 thousand on wealth.
Chile is the country in the OECD that
has the worst distribution of wealth.

structural reforms just because the
constitution have strong mechanisms
for perpetuating the Status Quo and
don’t allow changes. Over all, the last 30
years mostly of socialist and center-left
governments, they has legitimize the
neoliberal model, building a subsidiary
state, increasing inequalities.

This is the second administration of
Over the years has been always Sebastian Piñera, one of the wealthiest
protests and demands on changing and persons in Chile. Since the begging
reforming some of the unequal policies, of his administration there has been
some of them guaranteed on the a series of policies that benefits the
constitution, but it’s been hard to make richest, like tax collection.
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In the lasts months, being asked by the
press for unpopular measures, some
of his ministers had answers in several
times with a little or no empathy to the
people. Added to the above, there was
the rise on the cost of energy and public
transportation in just a few months. After
the rise of the subway fee, on October
7, the secondary students called for
a massive evasion on the metro. The
evasions began massively on Monday
14. The government answered with
police on the subway stations next day,
measurement that created more anger.
Secondary students didn’t stoped with

Top-Left: The stores are reinforced for
preventing looting on Sunday, Oct 27 in
Valparaíso. Many small business had been
affected by protests and had to close or go
out of business. Bottom-Left: Welders works
reinforcing the entrances of stores in the center
of the city. Looting affected mainly big business,
but also small or family business where looted.
Right:“The Big Tyrant” coffe shop and people
marching.

the police presence or repression.
By Friday 18 the protests came massive.
The subway and public transportation
where overflow with protesters and
had to close services at 15:00 hours.
The city of over 5 million citizens,
entered in chaos. People had to walk
for hours to get to their homes. A
big concentration took place on the
center of the city and the building of
the energy company where set on fire.
At night began the sabotages over
the subway system. Over 20 stations
where set completely on fire, dozens
of supermarkets where looted and set

on fire, also banks and administrative
buildings set on fire. That night where
called the military to Santiago and the
government strengthen the police
forces and declared martial law and
curfew. The morning of the 19th the
city woke up with military presence.
Major cities of the country, with their
polices presence weakened, starts
protests and barricades in solidarity
with Santiago and by night, there
where declared martial law in all major
cities. Never less, people continued
looting and setting buildings, banks
and subway stations on fire. Military

and Police forces where overtaken.
In five days there where over 80
subways stations of a total of 136 set
partial or complete torched. Over 300
supermarkets complete torched and
the cities at night watched by military.
By Friday 25, there where over 2
million people demonstrating on the
streets of Santiago demanding a new
constitution.
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Top-Left: Demonstrators takes over the main
street of Santiago, La Alameda, where is place
La Moneda Government House on on Tuesday,
Nov 12. Bottom-Left: A first line of protesters
confronts the police outside the Baquedano
metro station. Center: Police forces clash with
protesters in the city center. Right: Protesters
face the police in the vicinity of the monument to
the Martyrs of Carabineros.

10 days that shook The South.
irst it’s necessary recognize
F
that there are several kinds of
manifestations
on
protests,
Many of the protesters acts on
ideological believes where the
main contributions comes from
the feminist and anti-patriarchy
movements, and many demonstrator
are motivated on rage after decades
of marginalization.
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At first the protests where organized
by students utilizing social media
like Instagram and Facebook, mainly
with memes and graphic art. Rapidly
expand on the streets and walls
with graffiti saying EVADE!, The
media coverage showed peaceful
students being creative in protests
and a police abusive on kids in
metro stations winning sympathy on
citizenship.

The close of some stations and
the response of the police on kids
made adults involve and from one
day to the other, everything went to
total chaos. By Friday, Oct 18, an
inorganic, spontaneous and massive
manifestation took place all over
the city, motivated on rage against
30 years of inequality. In the streets
you can read the graffitis “there are
not $30 pesos, there are 30 years”.

A group of protesters barricades in La Alameda Avenue after facing the police on Tuesday, Nov 12.

After the curfew was declared, you
could hear in most neighborhoods,
people playing pots and pans as a sign
of protests. This sound accompanies
every sunset and every march as
part of the cities landscape. The
neighborhoods also organize against
looting and against police, torching
barricades even on the risk of being
shoot by the police or military. Some
died on this circumstances.

Citizens say they are sorry about the
lost of lives, infrastructure or jobs,
but also it’s committed with the
need of a change on the model that
has generated so much inequality.
People it’s also committed to bring
justice for the systematic abuse
of power and violations of human
rights.

After three weeks of everyday
massive protests, people agrees
that everything has change, people
say that: “now we have another
conscience”, “Chile woke up” and
that “now that we have recover our
dignity, we won’t let it go”. Everyday
are assemblies called “cabildos”
where people discuses about the
need of writing a new constitution.
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Ministers are received in La Moneda House of Government on Monday, Oct 28. Government
was preparing for the removal of some of the ministers responsibles for the crisis.

The government response.
he government of Sebastian Piñera
T
always thought that it could contain
protests with several degrees of
repression betting on people’s tiredness.
First, when the protests where perfomed
by students, the government didn’t pay
attention, minimizing the effects of the
call for protests. Piñera thought that Chile
where an oasis, and island of stability
in the South American neighborhood,
With the Asia Pacific Summit APEC
and the 2019 United Nations Climate
Change Conference COP25, The eyes
of the world where put on Chile.
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When students started the calls of
protests for the rise on subway fees, he
didn’t have the sensibility to hear the
signs of what where flowing underneath.
After a week of repressing students, he
didn’t lower the fees, an easy measures
for decompressing social pressure.
When the protests came violent with
the torch of metro stations, The same
night he call military generals to declare
martial law and curfew. A measure that
recall the worst days of 70s and 80s
Pinochet dictatorship.

There where abuses of power with results
of dead since the first night. By Sunday
20 on national television, Piñera refers
to foreign intervention and declares
that “we are at war against a powerful
enemy”, declaring war at people. Later
was probed that the information about
foreign intervention from Russia,
Colombia, Cuba or Venezuela, where
false and influenced by Donald Trump.

detention, abusive use of power and
injuries, torture, kidnapping, rape and
sexual violence, many of then teenage
boys and girls. Since the beginning of
the protests there are 199 people and
counting, that has lost at least one eye
for shoots of non lethal weapons. More
than half of the total eye lost in 27
years of worldwide records, counting
Palestinian-Israeli conflict.

The war declaration had an effect on the Piñera’s response has come with
military forces, taking place even more immediate repression and a late political
violent acts. There are 23 killings and response.
With the military on command of the city. thousands of impeachment for illegal

Left: Human Rights and Social organizations
presents judicial appeals on Monday, Oct
28. There are numerous cases of rights
violations under investigation, including
rape, torture, force abuse and killings.
Top-Center: Representants of Human Rights
organizations enter in to the Court of Justice.
There were represents of International Amnesty,
the Detained Disappears Families Agrupation,
the National Human Rights Institute among
others. Bottom-Center: A solo dancer protests
in the entrance of the Court of Justice. The Cueca
is a traditional Chilean dance and is performed
solo in commemorance of the 1973s Detaines
Desappears. Right: A small crowd meets on the
Court of justic.

The people organize.
S ocial movements and human rights
organizations were the first in took
actions against police criminal
response on the movement, creating
judicial remedies since the first acts
of repression.
There is a legitimacy crisis on
traditional
political
parties,
represented on congress or in
government. They became all
untrusted at a similar level. There

is no one person who can lead the
movement, and by the moment it’s
look like the movement doesn’t
want it or need it. Instead, they
are the flags of football teams,
historically divided, now for the
first time united. Also the Mapuche
flags are waved, the largest native
culture in the country. You see it
even more than Chilean flags. This
moment has a high consideration
on pre-hispanic heritage. Many of
the statues of hispanic or military
heroes has been destroyed or
damaged.

Over all the people are considering
the native cultures first. This is a
moment for the recognition of the
historically marginalized people
identity.

the streets, fighting against military
or police forces, that had given
the power needed for reforms. In a
few weeks, they approved laws that
where for years being discussed and
delayed, like the working hours law,
The Broad Front (Frente Amplio) or the law that reduce the income of
and the Communist Party had been parliamentarians.
the political groups that better had
represented the demands of the
people. It is in their agenda, but
the Broad Front it’s also young in
the congress and the PC isn’t very
massive neither. With not much
power, it had been the people on
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Protesters light flares in Baquedano Square after one of the most violent days since the beginning of
the demonstrations, on Tuesday, Nov 12.

eye of international Human Rights
Organizations, like the Inter-American
After 4 weeks of massive demonstrations, Court of Human Rights, there were a
pressure on streets didn’t decreased in handful of police defending the paths
spite of the announcement for a new to La Moneda House of Governance.
constitution yet who’s methodology
has to be discussed. On Tuesday, Sebastian Piñera has loss all of the
Nov 12, was one of the most violent resources he have to keep the model
days since the start of the protests. alive and close the day heading to
The weakened police forces, with the country asking for a peace pact in
thousands of carabineros injured or exchange of his will to promote a new
waiting to be prosecuted for abusive constitution were the people could
behaviour, without the support of the participate. The proposal where vague,
Judiciary or the Parliament, and the but now the parliament took the task to
The Constitutional Call.
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conduct and negotiate the terms of the
final proposal to the people.
The meeting took place in the former
parliament building located in Santiago
and took a bit longer than two days. It
was call for the major political parties
and some of the opposition didn’t
show up, like the Communist Party
or part of the Broad Front. They
declared that the meeting couldn’t be
performed without the participation
of the civil organizations who where
demonstrating for weeks on the streets,

Protesters hit with stones, a metal plate installed on the first floor of the corporate Telefónica building.

calling for more legitimacy on the
treaty. The indoor negotiation ended
by 3 am of Friday, Nov 15 with the
proposal of calling a plebiscite for the
people to choose for a new constitution
or not on April 2020, and if so, if it
will be with a 50% representatives of
parliament and 50% citizens elected, or
it will be a 100% citizen elected just for
the purpose of the creation of the new
constitution. Also they agreed that it will
be written on a white sheet, that means
that no part of the current constitution
would be as ground point for the new

one. One of the more controversial
measures is the 2/3 quorum needed for
agreement. Finally it will be a ratifying
referendum to approve or not the new
constitution proposal.
After the so called historical agreement,
there it’s been much criticism on the
way in wish was the meeting call and
the left out of the civil organization,
undermining de legitimacy of the
agreement. People feels that the
agreement it’s just a way in wish the
parliament tray to legitimacy their own

interests and is suspicious about the
fine print of the agreement. Also there
are the concrete measures that are on
the table and that it hasn’t been solved,
like the minimum wage, the health
system issues, and the retirement
incomes along many others.
Far from the crisis to being solved,
the people prepares for the process
under way in the cabildos to rise the
representatives on the much probable
Constitutional Assembly taking place
from April 2020.
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